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will prove invaluable to those who wish to improve their
knowledge of iron metabolism. The wide coverage of
the subject and the extensive list of references quoted in
each chapter make it a good starting point for further
reading.

Our Blind Children, Growing and Learning with Them.
2nd ed. By BERTHOLD LOWENFELD. (Pp. xiv + 240;
illustrated. $7 00) Springfield, Illinois: Charles C.
Thomas. 1964.
Having met the writer of this book on various occasions,

and knowing of his international repute in the field of the
education of blind children, one is privileged to have a
preview of this second edition of Dr. Lowenfeld's book.
Throughout the whole of this work Dr. Lowenfeld has

the sound educational approach to the blind child, in
showing that though blind he is first and foremost a baby
or a child. His analysis of early parental thoughts on the
blind baby within the family will greatly assist such
parents and his insistence on normalcy does not affect the
awareness nor the unawareness that often accompany
blindness both collectively and individually. His advice
and guidance to parents of blind children are succinct and
equally sound for all those who have to work with young
blind children.

Dr. Lowenfeld has a wide knowledge of the problems
of blindness and does not seek to hide them. He does,
however, give advice and observations which help to
modify these problems, and place them in their proper
perspective. He avoids despair as he also avoids over-
optimism, and his guidance will be of great value to
parents and families who have a blind child.

In his references to the business of growing up, his
understanding of children and of blind children is always
evident. His suggestions on the need for tactual demon-
stration replacing lack of sight, and for a blind child's
need for maximum opportunities for manipulation,
adaptation, and touch discrimination, will be fully agreed
and accepted by all who have experience in working with
blind children. But with all the positive assertions that
Dr. Lowenfeld so rightly illustrates in his book, he does
not minimize the isolation and frustration that can loom
so large in the life of the blind child or indeed, of any
blind person: but he helps to lessen the isolation and
frustration by his own deep psychology and experience of
blind persons. At no time is this book dogmatic or
dictatorial, though the author is always sure in his
observations and advice. He wisely avoids too many
definite conclusions, and constantly reminds his readers
that the blind child is first and foremost an individual, so
there can be no general classification of the effects of the
blindness.

This book will be a direct help to many parents of blind
children; it will be equally helpful to those who work with
blind children in residential accommodation, public
school classes, itinerant services, or in any other form of
collective or individual work for children who are blind
and need special educational facilities.

In recent years two methods have loomed large in the
education of blind children-segregation and integration.
In putting forward the pros and cons of present systems

Dr. Lowenfeld has wisely steered a middle course in
quoting 'that each blind child should be educated accord-
ing to his individual needs, and that not for a long, long
time-if ever-will any of the three types of education
listed above eliminate the other two'. Time and again in
his writings Dr. Lowenfeld returns to what may be called
the time requirement of blindness. This is of vital
importance in the education of blind children, and is
something that must be faced by educationalists in
evaluating educational programmes. In giving his own
views on the experience and information necessary to all
blind children, the author never overlooks the need of the
blind child to have opportunity, time and guidance in
learning, to encourage the child's development to his
fullest potential.

This book confirms what many experienced teachers of
blind children have felt and learned through their work
with pre-school and school age blind children. Perhaps
Dr. Lowenfeld was a little ambitious in his writing on the
question of colour and light, with their meanings to the
totally blind child. To the child who has enjoyed sight
these things have positive meaning even when such
meaning eventually comes only through memory because
of total blindness. In the case of the child who is totally
blind from birth, the interpretation and understanding of
light and colour, particularly light, are hardly explained
with cetainty. I doubt if Dr. Lowenfeld himself is
satisfied with these two pages of his book. In fact he
passes the question back to others to a considerable
degree by writing 'you yourselves will find some way in
which you can explain them to your child.'
Our Blind Children, Growing and Learning with Them,

is a valuable contribution to the literature on blindness
and blind persons. It will certainly serve an important
purpose in assisting many parents of blind children
throughout the world; and will be of great value to all
teachers of blind children and particularly in those areas
of the world where such education and provisions are in
their infancy.

Research in Deafness in Children. Edited by L. FISCH.
(Pp. xiv + 103; illustrated. 15s.) Oxford: Blackwell
Scientific Publications. 1964.
Deafness in children is an important and topical

subject and there has been a need for a guide on the
subject for paediatricians and other doctors working with
children. This little book goes far to supply this need
and to that extent is very welcome. Furthermore, the
length of the book is quite adequate without being tco
long to read in an evening, and the price is reasonable.

It is not in fact greatly concerned with research, apart
from one section in which some suggestions are thrown
out as to the more important aspects of deafness requiring
exploration. A more serious criticism is that the title
fails to disclose that most of this book is an almost
verbatim account of a conference held in the Spring of
1963. Consequently, a great deal of it, especially in the
first half, is subject to the comment recently made about
another book, that to put it in print between hard covers
was rather like preserving one's fingernail parings in a
matchbox, and about as useful.
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